Hot SEALs: Romanced By A SEAL: Hot SEALs
As a SEAL, Jon Rudnick dodged copper and lead without flinching, but just the thought of one tiny gold band around his ring finger sends him into a cold sweat. Love is one thing, but marriage is another. He's not sure he's ready for that just yet... until a near miss serves as a wake-up call he can't ignore. Now he's ready, but his girlfriend Ali has gone from rushing him toward the altar, to running in the opposite direction at full speed. Hell if Jon can figure out why, but he knows one thing. All's fair in love and war and he's not going to rest until he makes Ali his again. This time for good. **INCLUDES a full chapter preview of RESCUED BY A HOT SEAL, releasing October 11, 2016** Don't miss the rest of the USA Today bestselling Hot SEALs series from top 10 NY Times bestselling author Cat Johnson! And sign up for new release and sale alerts at catjohnson.net/news The Hot SEAL s Series Night with a SEAL Saved by a SEAL Led at Midnight Kissed by a SEAL Protected by a SEAL Loved by a SEAL Tempted by a SEAL Wed to a SEAL Romanced by a SEAL Rescued by a Hot SEAL...more to come in eBook, paperback & audiobook. Stay tuned!
Loved this book and have always enjoyed Jon and Alison's story. Jon had a job where he was so secretive and could be gone at a moment's notice. Ali was feeling a disconnect even though physically things were always good. Then one morning Jon got a call and he was gone for weeks without any word. Ali felt like she was just there for his convenience but never any true romance or communication. When Jon came home he wanted to marry her and never had before. She said NO and left and Jon was speechless. Chris, Jon's friend gave him some advice about how to whoo her if he really wanted her for keeps. Little did Jon know but Ali had a big secret that she knew Jon would hate. Great read from page one and you have to read to see if they can make it all work. Probably my favorite couple in this series.

This couple has been one of my favorite, I was so thrilled when I found out this was going to be their story. As always Cat didn't disappoint. From her real world descriptions of ISIS and the military to the struggle at home, as always it's accurate. Such a wonderful story, or worry, heartache & love. Perfect mixture of happiness and sadness of real life struggles. Looking forward to the next installment.

Jon and Ali were meant for each other. Are they? Once again the job and secrets come into play. This time no one knows about the assignment Jon is taking not even Zane or Chris. Jon is missing a long time and Ali finds out......you'll just have to read it. What a fabulous book. Enjoy!

Jon is the leader of the Guardian Angels Protection Agency (GAPS) He left the SEALs teams to branch out in the private security field with other former SEALs. In the course of a previous mission Jon met, and fell for, Ali. Jon and Ali live together now but he is consumed by his business and she is feeling left out. Especially when Jon leaves her for a top secret mission that no one, even his fellow team mates, know about. Jon realizes, while on his mission, that he's overlooking Ali in his life. Now all he has to do is convince Ali he means it. This is a well written, realistic and gritty book. Reflecting the real sense of war and then the return to home and the cultural shift of American life this story resonates with the reader. And back in the USA romance is in the air, as is friendship and love.

I must say, I believe this book in the series is actually my favorite. It's a bit different from the others in that we know the characters, were introduced to them in the first book. The got such a fast start that this follow-up book consists of questions and important decisions to be made by both Jon and
Ali. It makes them question the very foundation of their relationship. I like the real questions that came out of this. I believe there is a lot of reality in this book. I also like how they both came to there "aha" moment and realized that changes needed to be made on both sides. There is still suspense and intrigue which I always love. It was also great to see how this couple realized the depth of their love for one another. Great story.

4.9 stars

We all remember Ali and Jon from the very first #HotSEALs book NIGHT WITH A SEAL - they were supposed to already live their happily ever after. But Ali is still waiting for that proposal. And Jon is a bit scared to put a ring on Ali’s finger. He knows the next months will be very hard. He won’t be home and he doesn’t know if he’ll even be alive after what he has to do. He’s infiltrating a terrorist group - all by himself. None of his SEAL buddies know about his mission. And of course Ali doesn’t know either. She’ll never know what happened to him - should anything happen. WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO ALI & JON?? WILL THE TWO OF THEM FINALLY GET THEIR HEA?? WILL THERE BE A CLIFFHANGER?? I’m not telling you that of course

I really loved this story!! Grrrr - all those sexy SEALs!! And this 9th SEAL book was just as good as the others. Lots of very suspensy & SEALy moments and frustrating moments and of course there’s lots of romance thrown in too. Jon has to romance himself back into Ali’s heart after all. I wanted to slap him a few times here and there - leaving poor Ali alone all the time to go and try to save the world! Men! Great, quick Romantic Suspense read! ROMANCED BY A SEAL was a very suspensy SEAL romance! Will Ali finally get her Happily Ever After with Jon?? Run to your nearest to find out!

I have been reading this Hot SEAL’s series since Cat Johnson started it, and remember when Jon and Ali first got together. I love the fact that we got to go through the turmoil of this secret deployment and the toll it took on the relationship. Cat Johnson puts so much real life, torn from the news stories into her writing that it is like reading about a neighbor. It can be scary at times, but as always, it makes me grateful for our Military troops and so proud to be an American. Keep the great stories coming!

Oh man, I knew Jon and Ali needed some resolution, but goodness gracious, did they get it. And he had to walk through fire to get it. This conclusion of their story arc is beautifully handled and so entertaining. In addition, they BOTH needed to learn the art of communication (him because he’s a naturally secretive SEAL, and her because she has to get beyond the hurt and the overthinking) to
reconnect what had developed back in Night With a SEAL. Jon had to grow up, and by grow up I mean he had to find the part of him that wanted to reconnect with a woman he loved. He doesn’t want to be just a guy who hooked up with his girl. He wants to be the man who works through the scary with the woman he loves. Awesomesauce. I really enjoyed it.
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